This work is part of the Brite-Euram project BRE5535 "DUALETO", whose purpose is to set-up a Dual-Energy Computed Tomography (DE-CT) system suited for the examination of fibers-reinforced composites. DE measurements are obtained by a microfocus X-ray source, and a multi-wire proportional chamber which simultaneously collects projection data at two different energies over a section of the object [1] .
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JEl pr[El,E2](r) = -Log E2 (1) r <l>O(r,E) dE JEl with (2) <1>0 is the number of photons emitted by the X -ray source at energy E. For material m, Pm is the mass density (g/cm3), the mass attenuation coefficient ('t m in cm2/g) depends only on the energy, while the surfacic mass ( prm in g/cm2) depends only on the quantity of material along the ray. The purpose of the DE calibration is to extract the en;::rgy-independent projections of each material (prfibers and prmatrix) from two polychromatic projections (pr[ElIow,E21owj and pr[Elhigh,E2highj)' A system made of two Equations (1) must be inverted. This system is not linear as it would be with monochromatic X-rays, but it should not be very far from linear if energy bands are reasonably narrow. A 2 nd order polynomial approximation of the calibration functions can be used for small variations of the object composition and for given experimental conditions. The coefficients of the polynomials are computed for one couple of energies, one couple of materials, and within the space spanned by the known surfacic masses of a set of calibration standards made ofthese materials [5] .
The space is sampled with about 15 calibration standards. The solution is computed as the best in the least square sense by a truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) method. Measurements on calibration standards must be acquired with a very good signal-to-noise ratio. A regularisation mechanism was added in order to force the calibration functions to be close to some a priori solution, such as a linear expression for narrow energy bands.
For most (fibers, matrix) couples of materials (with Z < 20), the energies that maximize the contrast-to-noise ratio in the fibers and matrix images are about 35 keY and 90 keY. This was estimated using a monochromatic approximation in [5] .
DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATED DATA
A 14 mm diameter SiC matrix (2.3 g/cm3) containing bundles of C fibers « 20 11m diameter, l.8 g/cm3) perpendicular to the image, and a few holes, was simulated [4] . The fibers VF is 10% in the matrix, 30 to 45% in the bundles. 750 DE-projections of 512 pixels (210 11m) were computed over 360 0 using Equation ( I) and a model of the detector efficiency. The fan-beam magnification factor is 7, which yields a 30 11m pixel size on the reconstructed images. Figure 2 shows l28xl28 sub-images.
The low-energy (LE) image has a good contrast but is not quantitative, the pixel value being a linear attenuation coefficient (111ow), but integrated over the materials and over the energies of the band. The high-energy (HE) image has a poor contrast-to-noise ratio. Contrast is low because fibers and matrix have similar mass attenuation coefficients at HE, but also alike densities: matrix with 10% of fibers has a total density of 2.25 g/cm3 against 2.1 glcm3 for a bundle with 40% of fibers. Noise is increased because the emitted number of photons and the detector efficiency are both smaller than at LE. In Figure 3 histograms are computed over "holes", "bundles" and "matrix" regions of interest (ROIS) whose coordinates are determined from the LE image. The mean values in HE-ROIs are similar for bundles and matrix, and the histograms are larger due to noise. In the (unknown) labels image each pixel s can take a finite set of values A(s)e{Al, .. ,A n }, e.g. {"holes", "bundles", "matrix"}. H is non-linear and affected by noise: its inversion is an "ill-posed" problem. A stochastic model for H is built as a conditional probability P(p /~) of the observed density image given the labels image. A maximum likelihood method (ML) would maximizeP(p / 5:). In order to improve the stability of the inversion, this model is combined by Bayes' rule with a model P( 5:) which contains a priori constraints on the expected solution. We look for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution, defined as the value of 5: which maximizes the a posteriori probability P(5: / 15), or equivalently P(p / 5:) P(~). The models are chosen in the class of Markov random fields (MRF) [6] which provide a powerful means of expressing various geometric information. Their property of local dependency in a neighbourhood makes tractable the maximisation of the global probability. X is a MRF associated with a neighbourhood structure (j if it has a Gibbs distribution, or ifthere is a global energy function VeX) such that:
and if V ( X) can be decomposed into the sum of local potentials on "cliques" of pixels (sets of pixels which are q-neighbours). Z is a normalisation constant. In this context, maximizing pep / ~) P(~) is equivalent to minimizing the a posteriori energy V(p / 5:) + ~ V(5:) , the positive parameter ~ controlling the degree of regularisation [7] .
Model for the Measurement Process PCp/~)
We implemented a Gaussian-Markov Random Field (GMRF) model [8] , which assigns a label to a pixel according to the pixel density pes) but also to the value of p and ~ in the neighbourhood. The local energy for having density pes) in pixel s, given that s has label A,j, and given p and ~ for the set Y s of neighbours of s, is :
(s,t) is a clique composed of sand t. Y')..j (s,t) expresses the "correlation" of class A,j in the direction defined by (s,t) : horizontal or vertical for a 4-pixels neighbourhood. The sum of the absolute values of Y' )..j (s,t) must be lower than 1. If all y=O, this model reduces to a simple Gaussian expression relating the class of a pixel to only the density of this pixel, considering the distance between pes) and the average value m')..j of the density for class A,i (weighted by the standard deviation (j')..j for this class). This model is a good fit for the histograms in Figure 3 . However non-null intersections between histograms of different classes result in "dubious" pixels for which the density is not discriminant. For these pixels, geometric constraints on the labels distribution are classically added through U(~). Neighbourhood correlations are also included in U(p / ~) with non-null values of 1-Isotropic positive values (e.g. Yhor= Yver "" 0.24) result in the replacement of the mean value m",j by a local averaging and thus correct for pixels organized in clusters of alike values within a class (or local density gradients). Non-isotropic or negative values express texture constraints such as orientation or granularity.
The global GMRF corresponding to the local distribution in Equation (4) is characterized by a NxN "average value" image M and a N 2 xN2 variance -covariance matrix Y which depends on A,j and hj (s,t) [7, p271] :
The global potential relating the labels to the density which will be considered is :
This is an approximation: since it depends on the labels, det(Y) should appear in this expression. However its computation is complex. If the standard deviations for the different classes are of the same order of magnitude then the variations of det(Y) with ~ can be neglected.
Law for the A Priori on the Object P(~)
The a priori law models the idea that a pixel is likely to belong to the same class as its neighbours. This is referred to as a "c-coloured model" [7] for a finite number of "colours" 1.,1, ... , A,n and an "Ising model" ifn=2. The global energy is:
all sets of labels{ Aj,Aj} where nAj,Aj is the number of cliques (s,t) in the image which have label Ai in s and label Aj in t. In order to favor large areas with same label, the cost of a clique ~A(S),A(t) is null if A(S)=A(t), positive otherwise. We chose ~matrix,bundles=~bundles,holes=~matrix,holes =1. In this case the model reduces to a "majority vote" which could be modified in order to give to a class a vote more powerful than others. The local expression of the energy is :
The a posteriori global energy is :
This energy is minimized by Besag's Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm [7] . In one iteration all the pixels of the image are scanned in tum. For each pixel, since the set of candidate labels is finite, the local potentials can be computed extensively, and the label which yields the smallest local potential is chosen. If the pixels are not mutually independent, the global energy is not the sum of the local potentials and the algorithm must be adapted. The expression of U glob (~/ 15) is developed as a quadric function, and a new local expression is computed, which is the restriction of the global potential to the terms which depend on A(s). The expression considered by ICM in s for candidate label Ai is:
ICM converges towards a solution for A which corresponds to a local minimum of the global energy U(~ / 15). This solution depends on the initial labels image ~o. ICM is simple, and efficient if ~o is chosen with care. Usually ~o is computed by ML using a potential implying no neighbourhood (here Gaussian with )'=0). Simulated annealing would yield a global minimum independently of ~o, but would be much more costly.
Estimation of Parameters
Parameters are estimated for each class Ai over a pre-selected region of interest (ROIAi), containing only pixels of class Ai whose neighbours also are of class Ai. mAj is the average value of 15 over the ROI. The YAi are estimated by pseudo-maximum likelihood [9] , that is to say by finding the set of YAi which minimize the sum over ROIAj of the local potentials (Ulloc(S) as given by Equation (4)). Citi is computed as the average value of U over the ROI (when 1/ 2Citi = I). At the moment ~ in Equation (10) Density images filtered according to the labels, left: fibers, right: matrix. Fig 2d) ; Image reconstructed with a Hanning window (exponent=lO); Reconstructed image (Fig 2d) filtered by the labels (Fig 5 right) .
POST-PROCESSING OF SIMULATED DATA
The fibers and matrix images are filtered according to the labels. This filter is a local averaging over a disk (radius 7 pixels), but using only the neighbours which belong to the same class. The filtered images ( Figure 5 ) have a good contrast and contain correct density values. A map of the fibers VF can be computed by dividing the fibers image by the C density (1.8). The matrix VF is the matrix image divided by the SiC density (2.3). When compared to "perfect" (noise-free) images, the error on the VF is less than 5% over 6 bundles if the VF is computed from the matrix image and 11 % from the fibers image. This error is of the same order of magnitude as in images reconstructed with a strong Hanning window, while the transitions remain sharp, as shown by the profiles in Figure 6 . DISCUSSION A specific reconstruction process for contrast enhancement in DE images was developed. This process includes a segmentation based on the pixel density but also on local correlations, or texture constraints, introduced through a GMRF model. An additional Ising model provides geometrical homogeneity of the areas. The segmentation is fast and allows many adaptations within the same theoretical and algorithmic context. It would for instance be easy to combine information from two images, the potentials simply add. The drawback due to the supervised estimation of parameters is not too restrictive if this estimation can be done once per type of material, possibly taking advantage of measurements on calibration standards. The parameters have an immediate physical interpretation. Moreover, the result of a first (coarse) segmentation can be used as a mask to re-estimate the parameters before running a second segmentation. Since strong correlation parameters make the GMRF potential more dependent on the "previous iteration" labels image, these parameters may be introduced only after a few iterations. The process was tested on a simulated unidimensional image in which bundles and matrix have a granular aspect, with a 4-pixels neighborhood for the GMRF model and 8-pixels for the P(~) model. Introduction of diagonal correlations in the GMRF model could help to separate bundles of different orientations. If it reveals necessary with real structures, more complex texture models such as those proposed by C.Graffigne [10] could be adapted.
The fibers and matrix images, filtered according to the labels, contain quantitative information about the local density of each material and have a good contrast. The quantitative properties (densitometry) of the DE images are combined with the qualitative properties of the image used for the segmentation, in this example the low-energy image. Future work will be dedicated to the integration of the method on the Dualeto experimental CT system. This includes pre-processing optimisations, such as, for instance, enlarging and shifting the HE band towards lower values to obtain better HE measurements.
